Position: Electrician

Location: GERMANY, Klausen (River Mosel)

The company BK E-CONCEPTS was founded in 2011 to contribute to the development of the energy concepts of the future.

We are a company that specializes in the creation of energy concepts in the field of decentralized, electrical energy supply and distribution.

Main responsibilities:
- Installation of PV components
- Commissioning of the entire PV systems
- Independent work according to circuit and sequence diagrams

Required profile:
- Completed training in the electrical trade or Intermediate or career starters
- Experience in the electrical trade
- German A2 minimum The following languages are spoken in the company: English, French, Arabic
- Driving license B is an advantage

The company offers:
- Estimated contract duration: unlimited
- Wage from 12€/hour gross, depending on experience
- Working hours: 40 hour/week
- Support in finding accommodation

How to apply: please send your application to ZAV.Customer-Center-114@arbeitsagentur.de with cc to euresPToutgoing@iefp.pt by using code CC-HWT_005 (in subject)

Further info: please contact Eures Adviser Dagmar Schulz in Germany (ZAV.Customer-Center-114@arbeitsagentur.de) or Lurdes Vermelho in Portugal at euresPToutgoing@iefp.pt

Online interviews by Skype or other videochat tools

EURES mobility supports may be available if you apply to this vacancy. Please check www.iefp.pt/eures